FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

trinckle Recruits Former Oracle Senior Manager as New Head of Sales
trinckle bolsters its sales and business development team and welcomes
software sales veteran, Andres Brevis, as Head of Sales
HENNIGSDORF / BERLIN, GERMANY, DECEMBER 15 2016 – More businesses than ever are
using additive manufacturing (AM) in their production processes. While companies are aware
of the hardware challenges, many fail to consider the software they will need to adapt to
changing workflows. The 3D printing software experts at trinckle help their clients tackle these
software challenges and thrive in the age of digital manufacturing. To better serve growing
customer demands, trinckle welcomes Andres Brevis to the team as Head of Sales.
A seasoned sales executive, Andres brings over 17 years of experience in sales, key account,
and indirect sales management to trinckle. Before joining trinckle he spent 14 years with the
American multinational computer technology corporation, Oracle, where he held several key
positions. As Global Key Account Director, he managed the relationship with the world’s
largest logistics provider. His cumulative experience gives him important insights into the
opportunities and challenges facing companies as they try to keep pace with ever-changing
markets. “We are delighted to have Andres with us. As more and more companies turn to AM,
they will need the right software tools, and Andres’ expertise will enable us to support our
clients better than ever before” Florian Reichle, trinckle CEO.
Founded in 2013, trinckle introduced the first online printing services in Germany. Recognizing
the significant demand for software to support AM processes early on, trinckle introduced its
customization software, paramate, in 2015. This innovative spirit drew Andres to trinckle:
“How products are designed and manufactured is fundamentally changing as a result of AM.
trinckle’s software is leading-edge, and creating business opportunities that their partners
didn’t even know existed. I am thrilled to be part of this future-oriented, innovative team”
Andres Brevis, trinckle Head of Sales.
Increasingly, businesses realize how crucial the right software tools are in achieving success
with AM. “Our mission is to develop software that enables businesses to not only leverage the
full potential of additive manufacturing, but also open up new possibilities for future
development” Florian Reichle, trinckle CEO.
Learn more about how trinckle’s software will support your business in its additive
manufacturing initiatives. Visit: www.trinckle.com
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About trinckle
trinckle develops software for the age of additive manufacturing. Its core offering, paramate,
makes product configuration on an unprecedented level possible. It enables the customerspecific adaptation of any product - whether patient specific prosthetics, mechanically
optimized industrial components, or personalized jewelry. paramate’s powerful algorithms
streamline design processes and automate even the most complex design tasks, eliminating
the need for CAD know-how.
Founded in 2013, trinckle was the first German online 3D printing service provider. Since
then it has refined its expertise, built up its software platform, and remains a leading 3D
printing fulfillment provider. trinckle equips its partners with the tools to leverage the full
potential of 3D printing and to realize innovative business opportunities.
Learn more about partnering with trinckle: www.trinckle.com

